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Chapter 1684 Five Laws Exist

This majestic voice seemed to come from hell.

The people present, even experts like Bai Jianxing, had a buzzing feeling in their
heads after hearing the sound, almost bursting.

Not to mention Zhao Qingyu who is at the core of his voice.

His seven orifices ooze blood, and his soul seemed to be completely destroyed at
this moment.

He never imagined that someone else’s voice would come out of his head.

And the voice still came out of his head.

Who is the master of this voice!

Also, Beihe is tired of martial arts!
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That is one of the six methods!

Zhao Qingyu used a special way to communicate with the Supreme Sect Master in
this sect.

They communicated well before, but now there is no sound at all, and there are
other people’s voices.

What happened to Beihe Yanwu?

His remnant suddenly trembled violently.

He thought of what Wiliam said before.

If Beihe people who hate martial arts dare to step out of the sect, they will wipe
out the whole sect.

Now with this sound!

Could it be that what Wiliam said just now is true!

Beihe Yanwu was exterminated by the whole family?
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But how is this possible!

How could Wiliam have such a big background!

Can make Beihe Yanwu die in an instant!

But this matter has nothing to do with Wiliam!

Because that’s what it says!

Wiliam works!

Idlers retreat!

He is unwilling!

“Who are you…” He opened his mouth and finally asked weakly.

If you don’t ask who the other party is, he will die!

“From now on, the Five Laws exist.” The voice came out again, and then
completely dissipated.

But this sentence made the people on the scene go crazy!

The Five Dharmas survive!

No way?

Bei He’s hatred of martial arts, has someone really wiped it out from this world!

The people at the scene had goosebumps all over their bodies.

No one would have thought that what Wiliam said before was actually true.

Instead of procrastinating!

In the past, there was Song Hanyu guarding the gate for Wiliam alone, and he
shocked the world with a sword!

Later, there was this mysterious man, who was destroyed at the click of a finger!

How holy is this man!

Everyone looked at Wiliam in disbelief, wanting to know the answer from his
mouth.



But obviously, Wiliam is not going to say it.

He just stared coldly at Zhao Qingyu who was bleeding from the seven orifices in
front of him.

“Now, can you rest your eyes?” Wiliam asked lightly.

With endless unwillingness and resentment, Zhao Qingyu spat out a mouthful of
blood, obviously his soul was completely broken.

And Wiliamqiang propped himself up and looked towards the four directions of
heaven and earth.

The strange sword that covers the sky has been completely erased from the
history of this common land.

That’s it, it’s fine.

“Wiliam, what means did you use to make Beihe Yanwu, one of the six methods,
be wiped out in an instant? I can guarantee that even Big Brother Liu Lang can’t
do this!” road.

However, Wiliam’s eyes sighed and he didn’t answer Su Emei.

He thought silently in his heart.

How to do it?

Of course, with the current self, Lin Jiang, and Liu Lang, the three of them
together can’t do it.
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Destroying a strange sword to cover the sky alone has almost killed himself.

What’s more, it is one of the six methods.

When he decided to step on the sword to cover the sky, Wiliam had already made
a perfect plan in his heart.

He did three things.

One thing was that Su Emei spread the word that the strange sword covered the
sky, and believed that with Su Emei’s big mouth, his good friends would help him
surround the strange sword and cover the sky and prevent them from fleeing.

The second thing is to ask the senior Tianqing Qilin for help.



The last trick, the unicorn sky tread, was also used by Wiliam after exhausting all
the strength of the Tianqing unicorn predecessors.

As for the third thing, really only one person other than Wiliam knew about it.

That is Liu Yuntian.
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Wiliam asked Liu Yuntian to find someone.

That person is the seven-star ferryman behind Liu Yuntian.

When planning to destroy Qijian Zhetian, Wiliam thought that Qijian Zhetian
would move rescue soldiers.

And the only thing that made Wiliam jealous was Bei He Yanwu.

After all, Hu Yixiao had blatantly revealed his relationship with Beihe Yanwu
before.

Therefore, to contain Beihe Yanwu, you can only find people who are more
powerful than Beihe Yanwu.

After thinking about it, Wiliam could only think of the Seven Star Ferryman.

After all, when Wiliam went down to the battlefield of blood and tears, he was
entrusted by the seven-star ferryman behind Liu Yuntian.

At that time, Liu Yuntian also made it clear that whether it was successful or not,
the seven-star ferryman behind him would oweWiliam a favor.

So, it’s time to use up this favor.

Wiliam asked Liu Yuntian to pass a message to the mysterious seven-star
ferryman, asking him to help stare at Beihe Yanwu.

The results were also very encouraging.

When the Seven Star Ferryman came back, if Beihe Yanwu dared to step out of
the sect, he would immediately be destroyed.

With this answer, Wiliam’s confidence was even stronger.

Of course, Wiliam originally thought that the words of the seven-star ferryman
were just used to threaten Bei He Yanwu.

If Beihe Yanwu had knowledge, he would definitely not go out for half a step.
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After all, destroying one of the six methods is too far-reaching.

What Wiliam could not have imagined was that this seven-star ferryman was
really ruthless!

He actually killed Beihe Yanwu without saying a word!

This layout!

Breathtaking!

The matter of stepping on the sword to cover the sky, from beginning to end,
basically followed Wiliam’s plan, and of course the ending was very satisfactory.

Of course, there are some details that Wiliam has no way to take into account.

For example, the existence of the Thirteen Yellow Springs and Wangu Withered,
and the existence of Zhao Qingyu.

But it was a coincidence that Wiliam’s power of frost and cold was able to break
the seal of the dead bones, and the seven-star ferryman was also staring at Beihe
Yanwu.

If Zhao Qingyu is connected with the other six methods, then the outcome is
really unpredictable.

That’s it, perfect ending.

Wiliam not only destroyed the Qijian covering the sky and avenged Fengxue
fiercely, but also gained great benefits from the annihilation of the bones.

When Lin Jiang Shangxie took Wangu Withered away before, he took away the
half-heart of the Wangu Withered sword and handed it to Wiliam.

Although Wiliam didn’t have the intention to study it carefully, he also knew that
the magical effect of half-heartedness should be related to the attributes of the
soul stored in the withering and refining of ten thousand bones.

And Wiliam naturally knew that Lin Jiang was halfway out of the way to take
away all bones withered.

Wiliam couldn’t destroy Myriad Bones all at once, but Lin Jiang had a way to
completely refine it.

After all, Lin Jiang is Xiu’s swordsman, and Shangxie is even more mysterious.

It must be that this ten thousand bones withering is very useful to the evil, so
when he learned that Wiliam was going to destroy the strange sword and cover
the sky, he had already calculated this.



Wiliam sorted out his thoughts a little, and bowed deeply to the people around
him, “Thank you all.”

After he finished speaking, he turned around and walked towards the red and
thin tall building.

There, Feng Xue should wake up…

Fengxue, I’m coming to find you.

I will give you the answer!
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